
Update on Capital Lighting’s RLM Warehouse Fixtures (3/31/20) 

We have received feedback that attaching the warehouse shade to the Gooseneck arm or other wall-
mounted/rod arrangements is confusing. Please reference this document (see next page) with details about 
using these two parts together. Please note all assembly instructions are included in the SHADE box. 

We are adjusting our RLM assortment to include shades that are easier to use with Gooseneck Arms. 
They will mirror the way that our current Angle Shades are designed, with no cord, only 2 wires for 
running through the arm(s). The current “pendant” version of the shades with canopy included will still 
remain in the assortment as well. 

The new “Shade Only” item numbers are listed below and will be available later this fall. 

14" diameter shade only  
with individual wires  
(current cord version # 936311) 

936315BK 

936315GV 

936315OZ 

17" diameter shade only  
with individual wires   
(current cord version # 936312) 

936316BK 

936316GV 

936316OZ 

 

  

 

See next page for the clarification on how to use the current parts during the transition to these new 
part numbers. More information (including pricing) about the new part numbers will be provided as 
soon as they are available. 

 

Thank you! 

Your Capital Lighting Team  



How to Prepare Capital Lighting’s RLM Warehouse Shades for Wall Mounting 

 

1. Remove the Canopy from the wire (confirm canopy comes already on the wire in the box) 

 

2. Remove the Cord Gland and short Coupling that come pre-installed on the cord 

     

 

3. Use the rubber gasket and 2” coupling (included in the box with the shade – CONFIRM) to attach 
the shade to any rod part (including swivel, elbow, rod or gooseneck arm). 

 

 

Please reference the instructions included in the SHADE box for all assembly directions. 

REMOVE PRE-INSTALLED CORD GLAND 

REMOVE PRE-INSTALLED COUPLING 

USE 2” COUPLING (INCLUDED IN BOX) AND 
RUBBER GASKET (NOT SHOWN, SITS INSIDE 
COUPLING) 

REMOVE PRE-INSTALLED CANOPY AND 
CORD GLAND FROM CORD 

*Note this canopy is only for cord-hung 
ceiling use. Do not use as backplate. Not 
compatible with rods or other connectors. 


